
The Toyota Innova celebrates 15 years 
of luxury, performance and reliability. It’s a lifetime 
of celebrations at Toyota in India and we take you

through its journey so far and take a look at the future
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From the 
Editor’s Desk

The ediTor of Car IndIa magazine,  
aspi Bhathena, a veteran in the automotive industry 
and international racing scene has seen and 
experienced more than his fair share of automotive 

creations. a member of the iCoTY (indian Car of the Year) 
jury, he is one of the most noted names in this sphere and a true 
expert in his field.

“The Toyota innova Crysta is a capable modern reincarnation 
of the popular innova. not only did the innova revolutionize 
the family car by being an extremely capable all-rounder that 
could carry people and luggage over all sorts of surfaces, it also 
brought in a new level of real-world reliability to go with its 
dependable frugal performance in what is truly a value package. 
Let me tell you, at one point of time, people would only spend 
big money on sedans. But that's where the innova deserves 
credit. it got more people to move from sedans to a large family 
mPV than anyone would have imagined. it effortlessly packs 
people and luggage of all shapes and sizes, also offered enough 
grunt to perform just as effortlessly with all that weight on 
board. it may use a ladder frame and have an old-school 
structure, but it works and it works very well.

“With the innova Crysta, Toyota have raised their game even 
further, adding even more luxury and technology to the mix. 
The space and equipment on offer today is nothing short of 
what one gets in the premium SUV space. for Toyota to bring 
this level of comfort, equipment, safety and reliability at this sort 
of a price point is no small feat.

“i've also driven both the manual and automatic variants and 
i have to say it's very well-appointed and feels way more 
luxurious than ever before. The quality of material, the level of 
fit-and-finish, the refinement on the move, and the way it feels 
while on the road are truly a touch apart. after seeing innova 
raise the benchmark from the Qualis, i was very impressed with 
how much the innova Crysta has further evolved from  
the innova.”

Aspi Bhathena
Editor, Car India

A Journey of 15 Years 
Begins with One Big Step
The Toyota innova is an icon today. it is seen not just a safe, 
comfortable and extremely reliable family car, but also quite 
the premium option. There are takers for it in every sphere 
for every need, and it's growing even more popular by the 
day. So, how did Toyota manage to craft this masterpiece? 
Let's take a trip down memory lane.

Car India drove the new Innova back 
in 2005 and we were impressed. 
Here is a little of what the Editor had 
to say back then

 The Innova has just upped the ante and pushed away 
into a segment of its own making. In the process it has 
made the others look as if they are relics of the dark ages of 
the SUV/MUV/MPV set.

 The popularity of the Qualis was a just indicator of what 
lay beneath; the mechanicals and build were a class above 
anything available then, this coupled with an ability to 
engulf whole families led to it becoming a popular choice 
amongst families. Now, in a smooth svelte stroke Toyota 
has come up with a vehicle that not only will tap into the 
higher-end tour operators, but will also make deep inroads 
into the family segment.

 The Innova bears the hallmarks of the Toyota stable, 
seen in its swoopy headlamp and open grille. The rest is 
resourceful designing drawing deeply on simplicity to 
deliver a contemporary, sleek look; the steeply raked 
windshield heightens the visual aspect and this theme 
continues in a sweeping form to the rear, the waistline 
sleekly tapering off at the rear end in a wedgy form.

 The comfort and visual appeal on the inside give 
credence to the thought that every rupee spent on the 
Innova is well spent indeed. Space abounds and the 
roominess of the cabin can make for comfortable lengthy 
journeys.

 It is not only built to take absolute abuse from the terrain 
but is pretty well composed when hustled with or without a 
full load complement. It has good poise and manners which 
keep it tracking true coupled to exemplary road holding that 
is normally the preserve of higher mid-segment cars.

2005
Even the longest journey begins 
with the first step, and the Innova 
was always ready for the long haul
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Why Toyota? 
Toyota are a legendary name globally, and not just in the 
fi eld of automobiles. Having been around for more than 80 
years, Toyota have long perfected the art of creation, honing 
reliability and perfection the art of living on gracefully.

 Kiichiro Toyoda's “Just-in-Time” philosophy meant 
producing only precise quantities of already ordered items 
with the absolute minimum of waste.

 Toyota, today, are leaders in several global markets for 
customer satisfaction and have built an excellent reputation 
for for reliability and customer service the world over.

 Globally, there are references in pop culture about 
Toyota cars being so reliable, the prospect of a 
broken-down Toyota is seen as impossible!

 Toyota upholds the philosophy of continuous 
improvement, or kaizen, because they believe that there is 
always scope to do better. 

it's been 15 years since the Toyota innova has been around and it's 
made an indelible impression on the indian market. The innova 
stepped to replace another success story for Toyota, the Qualis; 
widely accepted at the time as a fl awless vehicle for families to 
travel in. it was spacious, comfortable, safe and well-equipped. Yet, 
when the innova arrived in 2005, it managed raised the benchmark 
even higher.

With the promise to deliver the best of both worlds, the Toyota 
innova was shaped to suit modern desires. With styling that was 
shuttle-like and aerodynamic, the innova caught the eye of everyone 
looking for a practical, usable and reliable modern-day vehicle. The 
Innova's forte was versatility and it brought in a fl exible seating with 
choices for up to eight occupants with good cargo capacity to boot. 
What it also brought to the table was a high level of comfort and 
commendable effi ciency. At that time, the 2.5-litre D-4D turbo-
diesel engine was as refi ned as it was powerful and torque-rich for 
effortless driveability and mile-munching. There was even a 2.0-litre 

petrol for those who preferred a spark-ignition motor. not simply 
then did the innova go on to become an absolute bestseller.

The innova was gaining momentum and Toyota ensured they 
updated their star. A new front face and some fi ne-tuning to the 
equipment level meant its versatility mirrored what buyers looked 
for in it – be it versatility of use, of the many capable facets of the 
car, or the happy miles spent in it, motoring along with peace of 
mind, knowing it's one of the most reliable automobiles money can 
buy. The innova delivered – whether it's for a young car buyer to 
travel with their friends around the town or out of it that needs the 
cabin space and refi nement, or for a young family that has just 
grown to travel with their children in absolute safety and 
utmost comfort.

rightfully so, the innova became the car of choice for all sorts of 
car buyers. For some, it was a refl ection of their personality. For 
many more, it was a safe and comfortable way to drive to precious 
times and create new memories together. managing all roles, 

The Journey of Innovation
delivering on comfort and safety, and doing it in a reliable 
manner over terrain that demands some seriously robust 
engineering is testimony to the capabilities and true versatility of 
the Toyota innova.

Toyota consistently improved on the innova and, over the next 
few years, introduced special commemorative editions and more 
luxurious appointments. The premium feel of the innova kept 
getting better and better, evolving with each update. exclusivity, 
then, was the next step. in 2013, the new innova arrived and it had 
become even bolder. With new styling and a purposeful design, it 
stood out from the crowd like never before. Limited editions models 
appeared, bringing the opportunity for owners to become a part of 
history. They also packed unmatched equipment of the time, 
including audio with touchscreen dVd display. a decade later, the 
innova was going strong and was india's number one mPV by far. 
its leadership was augmented by the space, the comfort and the 
overall feel it offered – a combination not easy to get right.

2014
Exclusivity is the cream of 

premium, and the new Innova  
Limited Edition brought just that

2010
A touch of exclusivity and 

added desirability with the 
Special Edition2009

A new look and even 
more versatility. The new 
Innova was armed with 
unmatched capability no 
matter what role was 
demanded of it

2008
Updates made the Innova 
more personal and connected 
to each customer

2012
Keeping the 
excitement 

alive, the Innova 
got a more 

luxurious 
update

2013
Bold new styling accentuated the 
new Innova's premium credentials 
and cemented its leadership of the 
MPV segment
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Just when anyone thought it couldn't get 
better, the innova Crysta arrived. a 
familiar badge but a new name, meant 
there was a fresh air of excitement. The 
luxury quotient was raised signifi cantly and the power would put many big premium luxury SUVs to shame. Where 
the fi rst Innova's 2.5-litre engine made 102 horsepower and 200 Nm of torque, the new 2.4-litre engine made an 
incredible 150 hp and 343 Nm. To seal the deal, Toyota even introduced an smart automatic transmission model with 
an even larger, more powerful engine that made for unbelievable low- and mid-range grunt and truly effortless 
performance, regardless of how many occupants or how much luggage was on board. furthermore, there was even a 
new, more powerful 2.7-litre petrol engine with dual VVT-i and 166 hp and 245 Nm on tap.

With changing environmental norms, we knew there were big changes coming, and Toyota were ready. The new 
Innova Crysta raises the bar once again. After luxury, power and reliability, it's effi ciency. The new BS-VI Innova 
Crysta packs a new 2.4-litre turbo-diesel engine with the same hefty 150 horsepower output and wave of effortless 
torque. Cleaner emissions, future-ready performance, sophisticated power and the promise of unmatched reliability, 
space, comfort and effi ciency mark the Toyota Innova Crysta out as a true modern day icon of the automobile world, 
15 years since it fi rst arrived.

for Toyota now, it's a lifetime of celebrations. and, it's as they say, for many, it's innova or nothing else. it is 
reliability that is both engineered and earned.

Enter the Crysta

We, at Car India, had fi rst crack at the new Innova 
Crysta and were pleasantly surprised by how 
evolved it was and how much of a step forward it 
truly felt like. Here are some excerpts from our 
road-test review:

 Some things appear to be crystal-clear. Everything seems evident, yet there’s more 
under the surface. The Innova has been the go-to car for many. When it came down 
to badge, comfort, safety, reliability, practicality, and, fi nally, value, the Toyota Innova 
has made many would-be challengers turn around and head back to showrooms with 
their tails between their legs. It didn’t matter what the budget was. There were some 
people who simply couldn’t decide. With Rs 20 lakh, many chose an Innova. With Rs 40 
lakh, many considered several other options and then bought two Innovas.

 The Innova Crysta is reminiscent of the old Innova in the same way a chrome-wrap 
transformer from the movies is reminiscent of the 1980s cartoon. The lines are there, 
but the look is all new. There’s more chrome, sharper detail and better light-clusters 
front and rear. The projector headlamps illuminate much better and are more 
eff ective, and the split tail-lamp clusters stand out. The new car is, in a word, bigger.

 The seats off er good support and ergonomics, as do the ones in the second row. 
Besides, they also slide and recline.

 Safety is paramount and the Crysta gets anti-lock brakes with brake assist, stability 
control and hill-start assist.

2016
The all-new Innova 
Crysta raised the 
benchmark yet 
again

2017
Toyota spiced things up with the Touring Sport model of the 
Innova. Available in both petrol and diesel, with manual or 
automatic transmissions, the Touring Sport brought in a new 
level of pizzazz and excitement, raising the desirability factor 
yet again

2020
BS VI emission norms meant Toyota have brought 
in an updated, torque-rich, turbo-diesel engine 
that takes the Innova into the next decade
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“
It's as they say, for many, 
it's Innova or nothing else. 
It is reliability that is both 
engineered and earned”
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